
2021-04-03 Saturday History Call 

“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed, organized citizens can
change the world; indeed, it’s the only thing that ever has.”     Margaret Mead 

https://leandroherrero.com/the-missing-word-in-the-famous-margaret-mead-quote/ 

D  OCUMENT OVERVIEW  
I   ACCESS to THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
II ACCESS to OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable
III OPENING MEDITATION;  HOUSEKEEPING; LINK TO PODCAST 
IV SATURDAY HISTORY CALL – NOTES, REFERENCE MATERIALS

I   TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet

A  BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com;  click on “64K Listen”

* Thursday:  A Night at the Round Table Hosts: Panel Members
6 pm Pacific / 9 pm  Eastern

* Friday:   Friday Night Hard News           Hosts: Tara & Rama
 6 pm  Pacific / 9 pm Eastern 

One Hour conference Call: 1-641-741-1704 - Access Code: 353 863#

* Saturday: History of our Galactic World & NESARA  Hosts: Tara & Rama
1:30 pm Pacific / 4:30 pm Eastern

One Hour conference Call: 1-720 716 7301 – Access Code: 353 863#

Call to interact /  ask questions:    Canada & US: STATION 2 1- 888-429-5471
Direct         1- 323-744-4841 

C  Skype: BBSradio2

D  Archives for the 3 Programs listed above: 
   • Go to BBSRadio.com; in first column, LHS,  FIND TALK SHOW

   • Enter The True History,  press the GO button. You’ll be taken directly to the True History call: 
click on “Archives” which takes you to the listing of all program archives, the latest 
one being at  the top.

   • You can listen directly or download the program to your own computer. 
  •  To listen directly, click on the arrow on the black bar.
  • To download, go to Episode MP3  link.  Then right click on the name 

         'theturehistory including the date' and the drop down menu appears. 
Click on 'save link as'

 E  Archives, both written and audio, also exist on the 2013 website:  
http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/     look under the “Archives” tab for 

written notes plus audio recordings of the conference calls plus the entire podcast.

II ACCESS  TO OTHER CALLS  SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable

A    Sunday, Mondays:  Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls  
6 pm Pacific/ 9 pm Eastern  
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By telephone only: 1 – 605-475-4120;  PIN 946 7441# 
B    Tuesdays  Ashtar on the Road 

2Nd & 4th Tuesday each month
6 pm Pacific/9 pm Eastern 

 Host is Fran; various guests 

http://www.ashtarontheroad.com/ashtarteleconferences.html
by Phone: 1-228-339-7800 or 1-712-832-8330 

▪  Call is free [except for long distance charges]

via HD Conferencing: https://www.freeconferencecallhd.com/hd-  conferencing/  
PIN # 980339 [always the same]

       via Skype Click on the voip button and enter what they ask for:
https://www.freeconferencecallhd.com/hd-conferencing/

C     Wednesdays: The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
 7:00 – 9:00 EST 
By telephone only:  1–712-432-0900  PIN  666238# 
Replay# [good for 1 wk]  1-712-432-0990  PIN 66238#          

D     Every 2nd Wednesday The Abundance Call 
       5:45 PM Pacific / 8:45 PM Eastern – a 1 hour call  

with The Collective, a group of Angelic and Galactic beings, 
channeled by Caroline Oceana Ryan

To be notified: email AscensionTimes@gmail.com with the message 
"YES to Abundance!"

III OPENING MEDITATION;  HOUSEKEEPING;  FREEMART WEBSITE;  INFORMATION 
SOURCES RE: M.T. KESHE AND KESHE FOUNDATION;  ACCESS TO PODCAST

A. Opening Meditation: Cheryl Croci 

B. Housekeeping: Rainbird

BBS: • Listener-supported radio programs – Cost is $300 per week
   Thanks for keeping us up to date!  

All BBS archives can be accessed for free, including the podcasts for 
the Thursday, Friday, Saturday calls, listed above. 

•   www  .  rainbowroundtable.net   has archives, too.

• Go to BBSradio.com/Station2; find Hard News call listing & Paypal 
button 

• BBS appreciates getting checks via the mail: no Paypal fees! 

• The mailing address for those who do not like paying electronically:
B B S RADIO [Please put “Attention Don” on the envelope]
1500 Pleasant Hill RD [Note inside that it’s for T & R calls
Lafayette, CA 94549 [& the Thursday call, as well]

Tara, Rama:  Their full-time, life-time commitment is to be tuned in to 
what is really going on behind the artificial world we see around us. 
They don't ask for anything but they do require food, a home, gas 
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for the car, and access to BBS Radio in order to compile and 
distribute this information to the world.

•  Donations via Paypal button on the homepage of 2013 Rainbow Roundtable

FOOD MONEY, BASICS:  
   

Food $  - Paschats,  R & T, the gas tank ! !  $ Gas - needed today! 

Auto Repairs: $230 (parts) 
New Tires: $340 donated already 

Payment for mechanic labour: $220

VIA PAYPAL OR GO TO www.rainbowroundtable.net – 
where there is a donate button !   

•  Please notify T & R if you're sending something:    k  oran  999@  comcast.net     

EVERY $ HELPS:  no amount is too small!~  ALL GRATEFULLY RECEIVED

• Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders: Ram D Berkowitz
        PO Box 280 

                  Santa Cruz, NM 87567
•  Remember: you can book a session with Mother, as well! 

•  To make donations to the  Fresh Produce Fund for Tara & Rama  -  
  

        ** go to  www  .  rainbowroundtable.n  et    and find the link to the donation button

koran9999@hotmail.com is the link to use with Paypal

•  Your donation supports an account set up for Tara & Rama with 
    Beneficial Farms Community Supported Agriculture in Santa Fe, NM 
•  These funds are used exclusively to maintain this weekly account for a 
    steady supply of fresh produce to Tara and Rama. 

They and the sponsors are very grateful for your assistance.  

• Let Rama know by e-mail that you are sending any donations:  koran9  9  9@  comcast.net   

FREEMART: https:  //  www.  shop  freemart.com/tarram   a/c # 7000 

• Freemart is a private shoppers club; it’s FREE TO JOIN. 
• all the products have much to offer, so take a look! 
• check out the headings called READ MORE - it’s definitely worth the time!  

 
Rama and Tara are being helped by this account: they get their supplements 

 there. The returns also help 2013 Rainbow Roundtable

C:  INFORMATION SOURCES RELATIVE TO M.T. KESHE AND KESHE FOUNDATION 

contact Rainbird with questions: lightenergync@gmail.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aLaVutWXju0 (CHECK THIS OUT)
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One Cup One Life – Production and Application; Prevention and Reversal of CoronaVirus

https://en.kfwiki.org/wiki/One_Cup_One_Life_-
Production_and_Application_-Prevention_and_Reversal_of_the_Corona_Virus

KF Wiki
https://www.kfwiki.org
The free Plasma Cyclopdia of the Keshe Foundation

Keshe Foundation Store
https://store.keshefoundation.org/store/?alias=store 

Keshe Corona site
www.plasmainnature.com/health/coronavirus-1-cup-1-life-series-

protocols-and-other-info/

Keshe Letter to World Leaders about the studies using the 
plasma technology with covid patients 

    www.plasmatimes.com 

E:  ACCESS TO PODCAST:  The audio link below allows you to listen to the entire program.

https://bbsradio.com/podcast/true-history-april-3-2021

F: THE NEW WEBSITE AND ADDRESS: WWW.RAINBOWROUNDTABLE.NET – 

Still under construction, but already in use: take a peek . . . 
all of Caroline Oceana Ryan’s updates are posted there too 

IMPORTANT NOTICE: 

March 19, 2021 was the launch of KFTV

When over 2 million knowledge seekers logged on, the servers were 
over loaded and they could not recover the system so they had to use 
an alternative method of broadcasting

https://vimeo.com/526497248

Go to the 40 minute mark as that is when KFTV goes live 

*******
Rama and Tara: R, T •  •  • 

Happy Easter to all! Feels like spring in the day time, at least! ! !

R: text from LM Nada and KOS: 
  •  Go and work with the Resurrection flame and spread that light like 10Trillion suns – 

share it with the world
  • how this is related to the changes in our sun? Rama has been told by Faction 3 White 

Knights – the reason they are spraying stuff in the skies – aerosol sprays – is to 
hid the ships & make people sick
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  • These are chem trails – and they will be held accountable

  • The Great Central sun, Helios and Vesta who are the god parents of Sol - all these 
connections bring in the light – the scientists don’t know what is going on – 
  • it’s about hyper-dimensional physics – Richard Hoagland and Nassim Harimein 

know about this – space is not empty but is full of energy-
  • the transformation of the sun in this system is the ignition key for this solar 

system – it’s about mono atomic gold which is produced from our sun Sol; the 
scientists know about this, cannot talk

  •  Blaze the Violet Fire !
  • What is being talked about more and more: clouds are not really colds – when the sun 

shines through them, can see a rainbow some of the time – it’s the oily stuff in the 
atmosphere and all sorts are helping clean it up

  • people like the Faction 2 ones cannot talk to this; they were deep down the rabbit 
hole of the black budgets: when you join the agency, you remain with the 
agency as one aspect of the story of Valerie Plame, Joe Wilson tells us 

  • this story is about Mother’s wayward children  Enki, Enlil, Lilith, etc
R: why to this day do we still have US troops sitting in Iraq close to the green zone? 

  • and they are still in Afghanistan

T: A good thing from Drumpf:  he ordered them to be gone by  1st – a good thing. 
  • We have interventions – and no dates

R: KOS said to watch the movie Risen; it’s about a Roman centurian – 
Emperor Caesar was in charge when Aruhabbi was supposedly crucified – 
Risen is about a seasoned, hardened criminal of the Roman legions – goes to the 

cave and sees the shroud – he ‘woke up’ and became a follower 
  • he was at the bottom of the cross, and ordered to  - 

 •  However there were no crosses as portrayed in movies: only large tree 
trunks and people were nailed through the wrists to that tree – the two 
thieves were wrapped around the tree 

  •  Aruhabbi, a disciple of Jeshu, was taken: he was the spitting image of Jeshu and 
was taken while Jeshu, Mary, Mother Mary and the child escaped 

  • we are all Christs, living beings with the christed energy and we recognize 
more and more who we are 

R: it’s about this temple! This body we live in 

Audio:  Superhuman: The Invisible Made Visible Everything is Energy

https://www.gaia.com/video/everything-energy

S1:Ep1 31 mins 2020

We are energetic beings. Producer and host Caroline Cory explores how 
extrasensory perceptions have been studied by governments over many years, and 
how the study of consciousness continues to grow.

Featuring: Corey Feldman, Naomi Grossman, Rachele Brooke Smith, Karina 
Smirnoff, Robert Picardo, Michael Dorn, Tom Campbell, Dean Radin, Rudolph
Schild, Glen Rein, Jim Gimzewski, Caroline Cory   Video Language: English
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 • female goddess energy which is coming in with return of Spring – Ostarta, Onanna 
many pieces to the story as those who talk about this are gagged to the teeth 
about galactic beings who are right here – all came out on ancient Aliens!

The concept of Shakti has its roots in Yoga

T: the most powerful thing out there is what AOC said
• we are also in the final shift 
• Joe Biden is the last president under the Corporation     
•  And the corporation wants no one to know about Rainbow Rays: as brought up by 

Rama                 
• THIS IS NOT GOING TO CONTINUE; SOMETHING IS ALREADY HERE – INTERVENTION HAS 

BEEN GOING ON FOR A LONG TIME – SUBTLY! 
  • Ever since the bombs dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the Ashtar Command 

has been a member of the US military at 38 levels above the President 

AUDIO:  KRYON 2021 ~ There Will Be A Change

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HcyorbNAQYs

K is talking about what is beyond Lee’s knowledge – he talks about channeling

This is ‘a message of benevolence and help’: 
  • we are moving into an energy which will support us: moving from the dark into the light

  • there is benevolent physics in the universe – and our cellular structure is 
responding to the new energy: this is a system that knows our names 
and sees us moving to a goal for our benefit

  • 34 minutes – Kryon 2021 Watch before the video is deleted – April 
 say you are in a magical place, a timeless place – there is music playing all 
the time . . . 

R: as the man says- Use the Force! Just BE!

Music: after the discussion of what to do next! Like “Go home!” - Rama provided a bridge: 

Anastasia Vorotnaya, András Schiff - F. Schubert - Marche Militaire

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o0hYDz_ADLo 

Filmed in a most beautiful concert hall – think it is in Russia somewhere 

HERE IS THE NEW ENERGY:  

2021-03-21 Beyond Belief with George Noory   UFO Data Analysis with Cheryl Costa

https://www.gaia.com/video/ufo-data-analysis-cheryl-costa 

S 16: Ep 9 40 mins March 31, 2021
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As reports of UFOs become more commonplace, a key factor in removing ridicule from 
mainstream reporting is the accurate reporting of data and deciphering patterns from the 
sightings. This is the role Cheryl Costa takes as an investigative journalist and UFO researcher 
who gives us an overall view of hot spots and the best times to spot them. For over twenty 
years, she has kept a growing database of UFO sightings; documenting date, time, location, and
shapes of UFOs. In this episode she shares the fruits of her research, pinpointing patterns and 
trends. The analysis of the data shows that the UFO phenomena is much bigger than 
mainstream media lets on. But all of that is about to change.

Instructor/Host: George Noory Featuring: Cheryl Costa         Video Language: English

SEE BELOW FOR THE BIO OF CHERYL COSTA

R: QUEEN Hapshetsut and King Ramses VI  are being moved to new museums!

AUDIO:  On Contact: Emergence of the global police state 2021-04-03  

VIDEO: https://www.rt.com/shows/on-contact/519982-emergence-global-police-state/ 
PODCAST: https://soundcloud.com/rttv/on-contact-emergence-of-the-global-police-state 

On the show this week, Chris Hedges discusses the
emergence of the global police state with Professor
William I. Robinson. Robinson’s new book, The Global
Police State, uses shocking data to reveal how far
capitalism has become a system of repression. He argues
the emerging megacities of the world are becoming the
battlegrounds where the excluded and the oppressed face
off against the global police state.

Robinson is Professor of Sociology, Global Studies, and
Latin American Studies, at the University of California-Santa Barbara. Among his many award-
winning books are Global Capitalism and the Crisis of Humanity (CUP, 2014) and We Will Not Be 
Silenced (Pluto, 2017).

Chris Hedges: Welcome to On Contact. Today we discuss the emergence of the global police 
state with Professor William Robinson.

William I. Robinson: 2001 of course was a turning point, the events of 2001 because they legitimated this 
much more sweeping militarization of the global economy and society and really moved us fully into a global 
war economy and we're still, of course, in that global war economy but the Pentagon budget increased 
between 1998 and 2011 by 98%, it nearly doubled and worldwide official government spending, military 
spending increased by 50% between 2006 and 2015.  Of course that includes China we were just talking 
about China, currently official spending is moving towards $3 trillion which is more than three percent of the 
whole global world product but that doesn't include secret budgets, it doesn't include police budgets, it 
doesn't include homeland secure--so-called homeland security budgets, when you do that my calculation is 
that just this military and repression spending is five to six percent of the entire global economy.

SEE FULL TRANSCRIPT BELOW.
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AUDIO: Going Underground, ‘The Mauritanian’: The innocent man locked up in 
Guantanamo for 14 years 2021-04-03

VIDEO: https://www.rt.com/shows/going-underground/519948-mauritanian-film-
guantanamo-prison/ 

PODCAST: https://soundcloud.com/rttv/going-underground-the 

On this episode of Going Underground, we speak to
Kevin MacDonald, Oscar-winning director of the film ‘The
Mauritanian’ and Nancy Hollander, attorney at FBD Law
and the lawyer of Mohamedou Ould Slahi, the man on
whom the film is based.

Mohamedou Ould Slahi was held in the infamous
Guantanamo Bay prison camp without charge from 2002
until 2016. The interview covers the many tragedies that
occurred since he became a target for the United States,
including CIA-backed torture via the notorious ‘extraordinary rendition program,’ the many 
episodes of torture that occurred at Gitmo, the Obama administration’s battle to keep Ould Slahi 
in prison despite there being no charges against him, and the pressure applied to Hollander for 
simply being his lawyer.

READING:  2021 -04-02 Good News: Bill Gates’ Geoengineering Plot To Block The Sun Is 
Scrapped

https://stillnessinthestorm.com/2021/04/good-news-bill-gates-geoengineering-plot-to-block-the-

sun-is-scrapped/   By Stillness in the Storm 

(Steve Watson) An effort to dim the sun to stop global warming has been scrapped by the 
Swedish Space Agency, who announced that the program, funded by Bill Gates, has ‘divided the 
scientific community’ and will therefore not be carried out. FULL ARTICLE BELOW
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ASTROLOGY RICHARD [RI]

RI: looking forward to re-establishing his internet connection – shut it off in 2017! Before 
long we can e-mails 

March 31, 2021 New Paradigm Astrology Astrology for the Soul March 31, 2021

https://youtu.be/n6fYwmePmMI 

Click here to listen to the Pele Report

There’s a lot of noise in the atmosphere
That I don’t need to hear.

As I’m busy creating a life I love,
I focus on what I hold dear.

Hola Initiates!

Can you feel it comin’? When Mercury enters Aries on Saturday, we’re going to have the 
Sun, Mercury, Venus, Lilith, Chiron, and Eris all in the sign of cardinal fire! It will be 
squaring the Moon and joining Pluto (probably with a message telling him to back down and let 
go) in Capricorn. It has been said that all the ancient myths came from the elders telling the stories they saw
being played out in the night sky. If that’s the case, we are writing some dramatic new myths for future 
generations to learn from. The question is, what exactly will future generations learn from what we 
do now?

Hopefully, they will learn that love conquers fear, that light illuminates and diminishes darkness, 
and that life triumphs over the temporary death of third-dimensional forms and structures. And 
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how will they learn this? They will learn this from the words and deeds that we speak and take today. All this 
Aries fire is confident that it can burn down the old and build something better. This task is not for 
everyone. Thus the old saying “If you can’t take the heat, get out of the kitchen” may apply to some.

The kitchen symbolizes alchemy. Not all are alchemists. Not all are willing to use the stove and the oven and 
combine various ingredients to either nurture and strengthen or poison and destroy. I hope that you are 
an alchemist and that you enter the kitchen, you mix it up, you trust yourself, and together we 
offer up an amazing future to our children and their children. If that means burning down the house, 
well, the house wasn’t good enough for our children.

Once again, I forgot to mention this week’s song! See if you can guess it from the chorus: “You’ve got to 
know when to hold ’em, know when to fold ’em, know when to walk away, know when to run.” If you 
guessed Kenny Roger’s “The Gambler,” you guessed right! Of course, we’ve been riding through the old “wild
west” and listening to some good ‘ol country tunes, but I still feel like it fits the energetics of this week. While
gambling “falls” under Leo and the 5th house in astrology, we all need to gamble with life whenever we start 
something new. Having the Sun, Venus, Chiron, Lilith, Eris, and soon Mercury in Aries, the sign of 
new beginnings and spontaneous new desires emerging, it’s time to take the gamble!

And that leads me to the second song for this week’s (month’s) energy: “Burning Down the House.” It’s 
time to trust that we are strong enough, smart enough, and powerful enough to build a better 
house out of the ashes of the old. That sometimes, fire needs to torch the existing structures to clean the
slate and start over from scratch. If any sign is gonna do it, it’s Aries, so let the timid beware, the full
Moon in Libra (peace and harmony) has given way to Scorpio (death and release of the past). Both
Aries and Scorpio are ruled by Mars, the warrior, symbolizing the bravery and courage we need to summon 
up to pull this off.

Of course, there will always be reasons and people, fears, and doubts that need to be overcome. 
These are part and parcel of any new beginning (or initiation, for that matter). Will we (you) be stopped? 
Will you trust your gut and follow your heart or be smothered, bound, and chained? “Nothing 
ventured, nothing gained” is an old saying that Aries (as well as Leo, Sag, and a couple of other signs) will 
totally relate to. And yes, you can bet some fireworks are gonna fly as Lilith and Eris join forces to 
combat (square) the old power brokers (Pluto in Capricorn). Let’s remember that what falls apart 
comes together again, but in a new, hopefully, more enlightened, way. Bring it on!

PS: Finally, I’ll mention that we may not be hearing of all the protests, changes, challenges, and 
hero/heroines out there due to all the censoring that is going on. One question worth pondering is what 
paradigm social media and MSM are perpetrating.

So Much Love,
Kaypacha

RI: What house is Aries in charge of in your chart? Lots of energy coming in ! ! ! !
Baby Boomers: first one born after the bomb!
The Gen X: from 1965 – 85 
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2021-04-03 Ep. 102 – Aries NEW MOON: Align to the Divine

New Moons signify new beginnings – and this Aries New Moon brings so much positive forward 
momentum. Discover the highly fortunate energy being activated – with Jupiter and Venus playing
a major role in making this lunation especially beautiful and miraculous.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3BUuSYD7j8VZmc4XGDQoiw 

CONFERENCE CALL https://fccdl.in/cYKaSvv2kn 

Caller to RI: about a chart with only indications on Left hand side
• a left-sided chart indicates an incarnation based on the personal

• upper part on the left side – the 3 top houses – generally some kind of karma being
dealt with

• lower part – the very personal bits

RI: knows someone with all the indications on the top half of the chart 
• T’s chart is just an advanced human chart: there are below average charts, average

charts, above average charts, and very advanced charts 

• Discussion about Kuthumi; various combinations of Ascended Masters and their 
rays; meaning of various astrological charts, 

PLEASE LISTEN TO THE PODCAST – LOTS OF PARTICIPANTS, CONTRIBUTIONS, HUMOUR !

Rama’s Music 

AUDIO: 2021-04-03 Ep. 102 – Aries NEW MOON: Align to the Divine

The balance of the presentation by Tania Gabrielle 

AUDIO: Psychedelica Breaking the Ancient Matrix

https://www.gaia.com/video/breaking-the-ancient-matrix 
S 2:Ep 3 28 mins March 29, 2021

Why is it so hard to break free from the material reality we are locked into, as we perceive it? The
default mode network within our brain, a recent discovery with ancient implications, locks our 
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minds into material reality and blocks access to spirituality and alternate planes of consciousness. 
The key to breaking free of this ancient matrix may be found with the careful use of psychedelics. 
Studies show that we can regulate this default mode network with meditation and exercise. But 
plant medicines may offer the breakthrough we need to shut down the predictive coding 
embedded within our brains. This would help us release the old stories that we impose upon new 
situations we encounter and help us to perceive the world in more beneficial ways.

Featuring: Joe Tafur, Maya Shetreat, Kimba Arem, Alexandre Tannous, Terence McKenna, Dennis 
McKenna, Rashad Evans, Brigitte Mars Video Language: English

AUDIO: Superhuman: The Invisible Made Visible Everything is Energy

S1:Ep1 31 mins 2020

https://www.gaia.com/video/everything-energy 

We are energetic beings. Producer and host Caroline Cory explores how extrasensory 
perceptions have been studied by governments over many years, and how the study of 
consciousness continues to grow.

Featuring: Corey Feldman, Naomi Grossman, Rachele Brooke Smith, Karina Smirnoff, 
Robert Picardo, Michael Dorn, Tom Campbell, Dean Radin, Rudolph Schild, Glen Rein, Jim 
Gimzewski, Caroline Cory

AUDIO:   Keiser Report: The Ponzi economy buckles ( E1679) 2021-04-03

VIDEO: https://www.rt.com/shows/keiser-report/519956-ponzi-economy-price-signal/

PODCAST: https://soundcloud.com/rttv/keiser-report-the-ponzi-economy-buckles 

On this episode of the Keiser Report, Max and Stacy look
at indications that the Ponzi economy is beginning to
buckle, similar to the dotcom crash, as SPACs insiders
begin to sell. In the second half, Max interviews
investment manager, Lawrence Lepard, about the failure
of gold to provide a meaningful price signal in the day of
massive money printing. Lepard believes the dollar, and all
fiat currencies, are hyper-inflating against bitcoin,
however.

AUDIO:  PBS NEWS HOUR  - Value of the arts – musicians, photographers 
discussion about various disciplines; examples 
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READING: 
2021-03-31 A Message to Lightworkers – March 31, 2021 by Caroline Oceana Ryan 

SEE THE ARTICLE BELOW

Greetings, dear ones! We are very pleased to have this chance to speak with you today.

We see many of you moving out of the fear and stress that the media often wishes to inject 
into your energies, preferring instead to determine your own realities of a Peaceful and 
heart-centered life that is not deterred from its path of service to the Light.

CLOSING: Rainbird

Rama’s Choices
ALAN WATTS – THE NATURE OF CONSCIOUSNESS 
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INFORMATION RELATED TO THE NOTES

Cheryl Costa  BLOGGER@CH   www.cherylcosta.com/blog 

 https://www.coasttocoastam.com/guest/costa-cheryl-87327/ 

Biography:

Cheryl Costa is an upstate New York resident and native, who saw her first UFO at age
twelve. 

A military veteran, she’s a retired Information Security professional from the 
aerospace industry. She’s been a speaker at the International UFO Congress (IUFOC) 
and at MUFON Symposiums and many other UFO conferences. She was named the 
2018 Researcher of the Year by the IUFOC. 

Cheryl co-authored with Linda Miller Costa the groundbreaking “UFO Sightings Desk 
Reference: United States of America 2001-2015.” 

She holds a Bachelor of Arts degree from the State University of New York at Empire 
State College in Entertainment Writing and Production. Her newest book “THE UFO 
BEAT” is a compilation of her wildly popular UFO newspaper column “New York Skies” 

which she wrote from 2013-2019. 

2020-03-03  Transgender Buddhist priest shares story
http://dailyorange.com/2010/03/transgender-buddhist-priest-shares-story/ 

By Bill McMillan 11 years ago 

Cheryl Ann Costa is and has been many things — an airman, submarine sailor, coast-
to-coast talk radio host, television show co-host, playwright, author, filmmaker, coven 
priest, co-owner of a fabric shop and an engineer at a major Fortune 500 company.

She was also, at one time, a man.

‘I am male, female, one, neither,’ Costa said.

Costa addressed 40 audience members on Wednesday in Hendricks Chapel with an 
informal two-hour lecture, consisting of a PowerPoint presentation and a Q-and-A 
session about her thoughts on gender, sex and spirituality.

Costa is a self-described ‘crazy yogi.’ A yogi is a practitioner of various spiritual beliefs 
that often relates to meditation.
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‘(Yogis) are at the bleeding edge of spiritual exploration – like a research scientist,’ she said.

Costa began her PowerPoint with three questions: who are you, what are you and 
what do you want. She pointed to an audience member and asked, ‘Who are you?’ A 
voice replied with a name. Costa said names are constricting because they are given 
by parents. She pointed to another audience members and asked, ‘What are you?’ 
Another voice said ‘human.’ Even the term ‘human’ is limiting, Costa said.

‘That’s like calling yourself a Volkswagen. Or a Toyota – I can’t stop,’ she joked, 
referring to Toyota’s recent recalls.

A central pull of her presentation concerned the difference between sex and gender, 
two words that are not interchangeable. Concepts like these ‘lock you down,’ she said.
Costa went on to mention scientific discoveries about animal gender and statistics 
about lesbian, gay and transsexual.

‘I have those that say, ‘What the hell is a Buddhist yogi going to tell me about sex and
gender?” Costa said. ‘I think the biggest thing is to keep the concept that sex are your
body parts, gender is what society says you are, and the spirit side of it says you are 
not your body and you are the immortal part inside of your body. That’s the message 
that you take away from here – stop believing that you are your body.’

Spirituality is outside the constricting concepts of sex and gender, she said. The spirit 
is the part that you can’t touch. She encouraged the audience to ‘let go of human 
existence’ and delved into her beliefs about reincarnation. Costa went on to describe 
the hierarchy of beings and realms in Buddhism and the process of enlightenment.

‘We’ve all lived in different realms,’ she said. ‘We’ve all lived in different dimensions.’

Costa also spoke about her clairvoyant abilities. She recalled seeing her first ghost at 
her Uncle Nick’s funeral. She described this special trait as being ‘aware of a larger 
world around’ her.

‘If you have unfinished business, take care of it now,’ she said. ‘It will bind you here on earth.’

Jannae Lehman, secretary of Student Pagan Information Relations and Learning, the 
pagan student organization partly responsible for the event, said she hoped people 
would leave with a more open mind.

‘She’s Buddhist and she’s also pagan, so she kind of touches everybody,’ said Lehman,
a senior stage management major. ‘I mean, how often do you get to talk to a 
transgender Buddhist nun that has lived the life she has?’

Laura Mateya, a junior environmental studies major, said she took away one 
particularly important message from the lecture.

‘I was very humbled by how much she’s been through and how open she was to help 
us understand,’ she said. ‘It’s OK to be who you are.’

wfmcmill@syr.edu
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2021 -04-02  Good News: Bill Gates’ Geoengineering Plot To Block The Sun Is Scrapped…

https://stillnessinthestorm.com/2021/04/good-news-bill-gates-geoengineering-plot-to-block-the-sun-is-
scrapped/ 

 By Stillness in the Storm 

(Steve Watson) An effort to dim the sun to stop global warming has been scrapped by 
the Swedish Space Agency, who announced that the program, funded by Bill Gates, has 
‘divided the scientific community’ and will therefore not be carried out.

by Steve Watson, April 2nd, 2021

The Swedish Space Corporation (SSC) released a statement saying that the Stratospheric Controlled 
Perturbation Experiment (SCoPEx), which also had secured Harvard funding, will not go ahead as planned in 
June.

“SSC has had dialogues this spring with both leading experts on geoengineering and with other stakeholders,
as well as with the SCoPEx Advisory Board,” the statement reads, adding “As a result of these dialogues and 
in agreement with Harvard, SSC has decided not to conduct the technical test flight planned for this 
summer.”

It also notes that “The scientific community is divided regarding geoengineering, including any related 
technology tests such as the planned technical balloon test flight from Esrange this summer.”

The Gates funded idea would have seen the release of calcium carbonate, essentially chalk dust, into the 
atmosphere from a high-altitude balloon to observe the effect it has on sunlight reaching the planet surface.

The ultimate goal of the study was to reduce the temperature on the planet in an effort to stave off global 
warming.

However, not surprisingly, the notion of blocking out the Sun proved somewhat unpopular, with 
environmental groups warning of potential “catastrophic consequences.”

The Saami Council, an advocate group for Sweden’s indigenous population, warned that the Gates 
experiment “essentially attempts to mimic volcanic eruptions by continuously spewing the sky with sun-
dimming particles.”

The group also pointed out that SCoPEx could have “irreversible sociopolitical effects” and would do nothing 
to reduce Carbon emissions, which are touted as the leading cause of climate change.
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Essentially, the whole idea comes off as a weird vampirish effort to starve the planet of sunlight, the driver of
all life, with little scientific logic behind it at all.
Bill Gates, who is flogging a book about climate change, has poured millions into geoengineerng, funnelling 
at least $4.6 million to the lead researcher on SCoPEx, Harvard applied physics scientist David Keith.

Gates has repeatedly lauded the notion of dimming the Sun, noteably during a Ted Talk in 2010:

https://youtu.be/JaF-fq2Zn7I 

Many have connected SCoPEx 
research into the use of 
stratospheric aerosols for 
geoengineering with so called 
‘chemtrails’, suggesting that a 
spraying program has been 
ongoing in secret for years.

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w_qkmavwE54 

While the project was given a red light by Sweden, it doesn’t mean it is going away.

David Keith told Reuters that it is only “a setback,” and suggested the project could move to the US, where 
the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine recently published a report calling for $100-
200 million to be pumped into solar geoengineering over the next five years.
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2021-04-03 On Contact: Emergence of the global police state 

VIDEO: https://www.rt.com/shows/on-contact/519982-emergence-global-police-state/ 
PODCAST: https://soundcloud.com/rttv/on-contact-emergence-of-the-global-police-
state 

Chris Hedges: Welcome to On Contact. Today we discuss
the emergence of the global police state with Professor
William Robinson.

William I. Robinson: 2001 of course was a turning
point, the events of 2001 because they legitimated this
much more sweeping militarization of the global economy
and society and really moved us fully into a global war
economy and we're still, of course, in that global war
economy but the Pentagon budget increased between
1998 and 2011 by 98%, it nearly doubled and worldwide official government spending, military 
spending increased by 50% between 2006 and 2015. Of course that includes China; we were just 
talking about China - currently official spending is moving towards $3 trillion which is more than 
three percent of the whole global world product but that doesn't include secret budgets, it doesn't 
include police budgets, it doesn't include homeland secure--so-called homeland security budgets. 
When you do that, my calculation is that just this military and repression spending is five to six 
percent of the entire global economy.

CH: By 2018, 17 global financial conglomerates, collectively managed $15.1 trillion, more than 
half the GDP of the entire planet. The richest one percent, led by thirty-six million millionaires and
two thousand four hundred billionaires, controlled more than half of the world's wealth while the 
bottom eighty percent was left to survive on 4.5% of the global wealth. The steady 
marginalization of most of the world's populations, tossed aside by corporate capitalism as 
disposable, has created a permanent underclass with no real prospect of advancement. As 
inequality mounts, our corporate rulers are creating ever more sophisticated tools of repression 
including wholesale surveillance, the world's largest prison system in the United States, the 
persecution of immigrants and refugees, a rigged judicial system, crippling debt peonage, and 
militarized police to exert iron control over those global capitalists consider disposable.

Joining me to discuss the new global dystopia is William Robinson, professor of sociology, global 
studies, and Latin American studies at the University of California Santa Barbara and the author of
The Global Police State. So at the beginning of the book, you talk--you list three kind of elements 
to the rise of this global police state which I want you to speak about. You talk about the 
omnipresent systems of mass social control, repression and warfare promoted by the ruling 
groups to contain the real and potential rebellion of the global working class, and surplus 
humanity. Can you lay that out for us?

WR: Sure. Yeah. Well, the starting point for talking about global police state is the crisis of global 
capitalism. Now I wrote this book before the pandemic but the point here is that global capitalism 
was already facing an acute crisis; the pandemic only made it worse. The crisis is multi-
dimensional: I know it's ecological; it's a social crisis of survival for some 3.5 to 4 billion people 
but specifically in order to put it--place in context these three dimensions of global police state, 
we want to look at two dimensions of the crisis which is structural: chronic stagnation in the 
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global economy, and secondly, a political crisis of state legitimacy and of capitalist hegemony. And
capitalist states around the world have been unable to cope with this crisis even before the 
pandemic, and the pandemic has exposed these states as instruments of wealth and corruption 
and are pushing these states to intensify global police state. 

For me this concept of global police state is critical to understanding where we're at in 2020, and 
the nature of global capitalism and those three dimensions you were asking me about is, first of 
all, we're seeing the extension and the deepening of transnational systems of repression, social 
control, and warfare to contain surplus humanity and the global working class which is 
experiencing complete admiseration and destabilization. The second dimension is in the face of 
chronic stagnation in the global economy what more technically we call ‘over accumulation’ we--
the global police state pushes forward what I termed in the book ‘militarized accumulation’ and 
‘accumulation by repression’ which is to say that global police state is immensely profitable and at
a time when there are not other outlets for capitalists to continue to make profits, and the third 
dimension of global police state is that we're moving towards political systems that can be called 
21st Century fascism.

Now these three dimensions in of--in and of themselves are not necessarily novel but they can't 
be separated from one another, and we need to see how the three are intertwined in new ways in 
the context of global police state that signal this extremely dangerous phase in global capitalism 
with its--with its severe crisis as the backdrop as the world descends into this repressive totality.
So, I mean, I have an incredible amount of data and more contextualization but that, in a 
nutshell, is what I'm getting at with global police states.

CH: What you're really positing in the book is that the consolidation of power by the global 
capitalist elite is not going to be addressed, given the structure--the governmental structures in 
place including in the United States, and therefore the response will be an ever more 
sophisticated police state, of which you lay out the details in the book. Talk about the mechanisms
that the global police state is using to maintain control, and you refer of course to I.T. and 
everything else, but talk about what we're seeing rising up to respond to this growing inequality 
and suffering.

WR: Sure. Well, and I want to--yes, I'm going to go into that, but I also want to stress that what 
we're seeing, you know, in global police state is this convergence of global capitalism's political 
need for social control in the face of what is a real and a potential expansion of a global revolt, 
with its economic need to continue to make profit in the face of stagnation. So, there's so many 
different dimensions of global police state and we see for example these--privatized so that's not 
just the United States: there's over 200 private prisons now in the growing--they're growing very 
rapidly. We're seeing immigrant--the expansion of--an extension of immigrant attention and 
deportation regimes around the world; we're seeing the construction of border and containment 
walls, and there's a brand new report that came out after I wrote the book that there's 63 
containment walls built in borders to keep out the oppressed refugees migrants, 63 new 
containment walls built around the world. We're seeing the extension of systems of mass 
surveillance and geo-tracking to control the movement of human beings and to repress human 
beings, and this is being, of course, this is heightened in the context of the pandemic. 

We're seeing the--in every single mega city of the world, we're seeing militarized urban policing; 
we're seeing the extension of paramilitary armies, and private security forces being deployed all 
around the world, and of course that's a profit-making opportunity as well as a--as a mechanism 
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of extended, you know, of repression. We're seeing the blurring of military and civilian forms of 
warfare and of social control, and increasingly the mega cities around the world are turning into 
active war zones in which you see a blurring of the boundaries between the corporate repression 
and corporate control and capitalist states. 

So, you know, I can go on and on. These are some of the dimensions of global police state you 
know I would also add that--and you point--you pointed out at the beginning, this unprecedented 
inequality in global capitalist society and these inequalities can only be sustained through extreme
violence and extreme militarization and repression, and so you have also these bogus wars on 
drugs and on terrorism. It has nothing to do with stopping drugs and has nothing to do with 
stopping terrorism, and the US State is the biggest terrorist--purveyor of terrorism in the world. 
But they legitimate global police state but they also these wars on terrorism--so-called wars on 
terrorism, and on drugs, and on gangs, and on youth more generally, and on immigrants. These 
also have the result of dispossessing tens and hundreds of millions of more people and then 
open[ing] up their resources and their labor to exploitation by capital. So it's going to keep on 
coming back to how the--how the accumulation of capital and profit making by a tiny corporate 
elite worldwide converges with this political need for social control to contain mass revolt from 
below.

CH: You also…

WR: And, by the way, and Chris, I just want to mention also that, at some point, I would love to 
go over just some of the shocking data on the extent to which global police state is so massively 
profitable.

CH: Yeah. I want to do that. I want to talk first about this point you make in the book of how this 
is really supranational.

WR: Yes. Yeah, I mean, I think it's a big mistake for us to think in terms of the nation state when 
we talk about these issues.  I mean, here in the United States, we have 30 million people taking 
to the streets in the wake of the police murder of George--of George Floyd, and of course those 
people faced, you know, head-on, faced this new global police state. But we want to think about 
this and every country in the world in every corner of the world and that, just as I was saying, 
that civilian and military dimensions of global police state and repression are becoming blurred. 
The same thing is that--is that war--there's no longer--these--there's no longer wars and conflicts 
in the confines of nation states: we need to see this as transnational struggles, transnational 
conflict, transnational repression, you know. Another example is that we have private military 
firms, now have at least  - when I finished the book and this is expanding - 15 million soldiers 
work for private military firms for profit, and states all around the world are employing these 
private military firms. So they were in Standing Rock you know - a private military company -  
they're now going up to Enbridge but these same private military…

CH: Right.

WR: …firms are in Iraq and in the Middle East; they're in Latin America; they're in Southern 
Africa; they're all around the world. We have 20 million private police in the world; again these 
are corporations that are doing this for profit, more private police than there are public police, and
these are being deployed in Portland, and in Standing Rock, and now where Enbridge is being 
constructed, but also all around the world. So these corporations, they are hired all around the 
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world; we can't think of them as you know, as national, and we can't think of global police state 
as national.

There's much more to discuss if you ask, you know, how is this transnational is that transnational 
capital goes into Mexico or Central America to seize resources, disrupt people, displace them from 
the land and that so they're repressed inside Central America by police and military forces, both 
private and public, but then they migrate to the United States because they've been dispossessed 
and they're refugees and here in the United States they say--face the same public and private 
military and security forces and systems of repression. So absolutely we--that's why the, you 
know, the title of the book is not Police State but Global Police State.

CH: Well, I was stopped at Standing Rock by one of these private sort of mercenary forces and 
what was so unsettling is they had set up a roadblock; they were dressed in black with Kevlar, 
with long-barreled weapons, but they had no identification at all on their uniforms.

WR: Right.

CH: They demanded all of my credentials and yet they refused my request to identify themselves,
and so there's--what you're building is not just a global police force, you're building global 
mercenary units that are completely unaccountable.

WR: Yeah. Corporate warriors.

CH: Right.

WR: Serving capital.

CH: Great. When we come back, we'll continue our conversation about the global police state with
Professor William Robinson.

Welcome back to On Contact. We continue our conversation about the rise of the global police 
state with Professor William Robinson. So we were talking before about the transnational aspect 
of the global police state. This is because, of course, capital has become transnational. These 
large corporations have no loyalty to any particular country including our own. And yet they, as 
you point out in the book, they need the nation state. What is the relationship between the nation
state and these global entities?

WR: Sure. Well, I mean, this goes--I'm not going to go into a lot of detail here, but I've been 
writing about global capitalism in the nation state for now 25, 30 years and Global Police State is 
simply an extension of that, you know, that larger story. And while capital moves about the world 
in an attempt to seize resources, open up new profit, making opportunities and, in the process, 
repress any resistance, they--capital--this nation state has been serving global capital ever since 
globalization was launched in the late 20th Century. 

So what the nation state does is it takes the global police state and imposes it at the nation state 
level and carries out that repressive function for global--for global capital, that social control 
function. But secondly, the nation state also--and you are--you know, this is your--you've written 
so much about this - imposes neoliberalism, and austerity, and de-regulation, and everything 
necessary for global capital to be able to exploit resources and labor forces and take over national 
economies. So again, these two come together and just to summarize, you know, response to 
your question is that the nation state carries out these two key functions of opening up 
opportunities for profit making inside each country and guaranteeing that social control function in
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each country, but all of that is done in function of the interest of global capitalism. So the 
capitalist state these days is simply an instrument of what I call the transnational capitalist class 
or global capital.

CH: You open the book by quoting this novel by Liza Elliott Everything Is Known. I think you do 
that on purpose because you're kind of projecting where we're going. This is a kind of dystopian 
novel about the future. I want to first ask about China, to what extent China is a model for social 
control with face recognition and, you know, even this thing you talk about where people get 
points for being good and demerits for being bad and talk a little bit about that, and then tell us 
about the size, you know, run through some of these statistics which are truly staggering, but 
let's first talk about where they're headed. Because as the disparities go and the suffering grows, 
I think your argument is that this kind of draconian form of control is just going to get more and 
more pronounced.

WR: Yeah. You know, so China is very revealing because as China has moved into the center of 
the global economy and, you know, if we look at--I only talk about the global economy because 
we can't box it off into nation states but if we did look at, you know, say, national economies, 
China will displace the United States in the next couple of decades as the biggest national 
economy. And as that does so, China is more--it's becoming more advanced than the United 
States in terms of technological sophistication and forms of organizing capitalism and that's a 
whole discussion in itself.

But so we see--we look at China, we see a mirror of the future for the whole world. And so China, 
in many respects actually has--is developing more sophisticated systems of repression and social 
control, is really in the front mind. You mentioned facial recognition but across the board, 
there's--China is much more advanced in using--I mean, we all carry around cell phones and we 
all go on the internet. And I think the figure now is 60%, 70% of the world's population is now 
connected and that's going to go up to close to a hundred percent in the next few years.

But China is really even more advanced than the United States in using our connection to our cell 
phones for, you know, total totalitarian social control and, you know, I think it's, you know, it's a 
myth that China is an alternative to global capitalism. It might be a different type of capitalism 
than we have in the United States but it's fully integrated into global capitalism. And in many 
ways, again, it's leading--it's leading the way in the new technologies of global police state and, 
you know, one hands-one example also, like, you know, I want to point out is that China has its--
as Chinese corporations and capitalists including state capitalists have spread around the world, 
they've deployed global police state in new ways – actually,  I mean, you know, it can teach 
things at this point to the United States and in Ecuador. There's a particular example that I 
mentioned in the book that they opened up mines deep in the Amazon by displacing, you know, 
militarily and displacing the indigenous in these Amazonian territories with the help, of course, of 
the Ecuadorian state. And, you know, the systems--the sophistication of the systems of military 
and surveillance control on these indigenous populations is just really unmatched, you know, so I 
think that's the significance of China here. 

And China together with Israel and the United States are, you know, massive exporters of these 
technologies and I think Chinese is going to--China at this point is behind Israel in terms of 
exporting this so-called homeland security systems but I think they're going to take over in the--
in the--in the future.
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CH: Let's talk about, number one, these systems. And number two, the size of this global policing
apparatus.

WR: Right. Well, look at this. Well, 2001 of course was a turning point, the events of 2001 
because they legitimated this much more sweeping militarization of the global economy and 
society and really moved us fully into a global war economy and we're still, of course, in that 
global war economy but the Pentagon budget increased between 1998 and 2011 by 98%. It 
nearly doubled and worldwide official government spending, military spending, increased by 50% 
between 2006 and 2015. Of course, that includes China: we were just talking about China, 
currently official spending is moving towards $3 trillion which is more than three percent of the 
whole global world product, but that doesn't include secret budgets; it doesn't include police 
budgets; it doesn't include homeland secure--so-called homeland security budgets. When you do 
that my calculation is that just this military and repression spending is five to six percent of the 
entire global economy. 

In addition, there's a--there's a merging global market for what's called Homeland Security. That's
a euphemism, of course, which currently is valued at $500 billion but is expected to rise in the 
next few years to trillions of--trillions of dollars. You know, I'm just looking here for this very 
dramatic quote that the other thing--another dimension of this is that as global revolt spreads and
it's inevitable--it's already spreading and it's going to get much more intense during the pandemic
and after the pandemic. So Lloyd's of London, which you know is this massive global financial 
conglomerate, issued this report and the report, just let me read this one: "Instances of political 
violence contagion are becoming more frequent and headed towards what it calls PV pandemics, 
political violence pandemics. Super strains of PC--PV include anti-imperialist and independence 
movements, social movements calling for the removal of an occupying force. Mass pro-reform 
protests against national governments and austerity. Armed insurrections inspired by Marxism." 

And then it goes on but here's the key conclusion of this report. It says that then there is this vast
market opening up worldwide for what it calls riot contagion systems, and this will be worth 
trillions of dollars in the future. So I'm, you know, we can go on and on but this is really an 
inflection point. This is a new stage in global capitalist repression in the face of a--of the revolt.

There's, you know, there's another thing in the book: I quote a number of representatives of what
I call the transnational capitalist class, and they're expressing how deeply fearful they are of this 
global revolt and they're expressing how they want to rely on global police state and they need to.
Just, you know, one of the number of dramatic quotes here that John Rupert, he's the CEO of 
Cartier which, together with Tiffany's, are the two biggest elite jewellery, you know, companies. 
He said in an interview a couple years ago, look, I haven't been able to get to sleep at night in 
years now because I'm worried about the prospects of the--of the poor rising up. It keeps me 
awake at night.  And then he added I'm also worried that this global revolt is going to scare the 
elite into not buying the jewellery because if they put it on them, they'll appear ostentatious, you 
know, in the face of, you know, resistance from below. So, I mean, there's so much more here 
but this is, you know, some of--some of these dimensions.

CH: Let's just run through some of the tools which you mentioned in the book. The level of 
sophistication, the ability to create profiles on all of us is something unseen in human history. You
take very advanced police states like the Stasi state in East Germany. They didn't come close to what
they can do now. And just lay out how intrusive these systems of internal surveillance and control are.
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WR: Yeah. You know, and this also--this also, you know, and to segue into responding to that, we
want to remember that Silicon Valley is so--is at the very core of global police state. And what I 
and others have referred to as fourth industrial revolution technologies which includes, of course, 
artificial intelligence. It includes robotization, nanotechnology, biotechnology, 3D printing and, you
know, there's all of these new cutting edge technologies just coming online now. And they are 
being developed in large part in order to develop--in order to beef up and bring to a new level 
global police state. And our smartphones now are--means that we are monitored in every bit of 
the--every bit of movement and in every single thing we do and that is not new. I didn't come up 
with that fact, but it is now spreading to the entire planet. And one of the things going on and this
is being intensified with the pandemic, is what's called geo-fencing. So geo-fencing was actually 
first introduced to control cattle, on giant ranches, and so they're plugged in, you know, put in the
cattle this tiny little chip. And then from a computer terminal which could be 6,000 miles away, 
you monitor where the cattle are moving. And once they leave the grazing zone, you can quickly mobilize 
people on the ground to get them back into the proper grazing zone. And so that's called geo-fencing.

And now geo-fencing is being applied through our smartphones, so that when people in inner cities or that 
are supposed to not be moving around or the--or that the police state needs to control, when they move out 
of their particular zone, you'll instantly mobilize a more intense surveillance of them, and you ready actual 
police and military forces to move in. The other thing is every single--every single movement and every 
single communication on the planet can now be--can now be monitored 24/7. 

There's something else going on. I mean, there's too much to even to get in here in the brief 
interview is what I call global green zoning and global gray zoning. If I have just a minute to 
quickly throw this out: when the US invaded Iraq in 2003, they set up in the center of Iraq and I 
know, you know, you know all of this - they set up what they call the green zone. Inside that 
green zone, they have impenetrable barriers. You couldn't get in, you couldn't get out. Even, you 
know, big bombs couldn't even bring down the green zone. Inside was the US military and 
political occupation forces and the new Iraqi elite cultivated and brought to power by that 
invasion. Outside was the gray zone where it's this massive immiseration, daily warfare and 
destruction, and death. And so you have these two different worlds separated by these barriers.

Now what we're seeing is worldwide in the world's mega cities, we're seeing green zoning and 
gray zoning, so the elite, that, you know, 20% of humanity that has 95% of the world's wealth, 
are being green zoned, and these massive new sophistications of social control protect them 
inside the green zones, and then they're applied to those outside the green zones, in the gray 
zones and the zones of warfare. So we have this new global spatial parties. We see the restructuring of space
all around the world in function of social control and protection of the rich and the--and the powerful. And all 
of that depends on these new technologies that have been developed by Silicon Valley.

So, you know, just to conclude, we're seeing a coming together really of these three fat groups of 
capital. We're seeing the tech capital which is now the cutting edge of the global economy, 
especially with the pandemic. They come together with the--with the military industrial security 
complex. And then they come together in turn with the global financial conglomerates, and the 
triangulation of the three is really the leading edge now of global capitalism, the leading edge of 
these systems of repression and control and of global police state.

CH: Great. Thank you very much. That was sociology professor William Robinson about his new 
book, The Global Police State.

WR: Thank you so much for having me on.
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2021-03-31 A Message to Lightworkers – March 31, 2021 by Caroline Oceana Ryan 

 

This week’s guidance from the Ascended Masters, Galactics, Earth Elements, Fae Elders, Angelic 
legions, and Archangels known as the Collective:

Greetings, dear ones! We are very pleased to have this chance to speak with you today.

We see many of you moving out of the fear and stress that the media often wishes to inject into 
your energies, preferring instead to determine your own realities of a Peaceful and heart-centered
life that is not deterred from its path of service to the Light.

This is a very beautiful moment for those of us who are assisting humanity at this time, as you 
reach for ever higher levels of understanding and consciousness of your own Divinity, your own 
in-born beauty, power, and presence.

Today we answer a reader who has requested that we offer “our perspective on the 
Covid pandemic, the variants of it, and thoughts on a possible outcome and completion 
of it.”

Our perspective is that the plan to create this and other difficult issues for humanity was launched
some time ago, along with the accompanying agenda of supposed preventative measures which, 
like the illness itself, are falsely created, and do not spring from a place of holistic capability, nor a
desire for the healing and well-being of the human race.

We do not place great focus on either plan, as they were created in shadow, and deserve no one’s
great attention, save those assisting those who are ill, and those who will deal with the 
“ringleaders” of those plans, as you may call them, in international and intergalactic courts of 
Justice.

We do not wish to alarm those who may have thus far flowed with the current plan promised by 
authority figures to ensure safety and wellness.
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Concentrate on your higher path, dear ones, and you will be led to both healing and 
renewed life on all levels, regardless of choices and circumstances made thus far.

Yet we would call this illness, which is an imbalance more than anything else, and curable by 
natural means, a decisive moment for Light Bringers of all shapes and colors, all over the planet.

In this moment on Earth, you have been placed where you must decide several things: whether to
remain on the Earth for now, to experience this illness yet overcome it, or to experience it from 
afar, experiencing the losses of your own or others’ loved ones, yet remaining untouched by it physically.

And now you face part 2 of their plan, which is to allow what some are simply calling “the jab,” or 
to refuse such.

Understand that all of this is of your own choosing, dear ones.

That on a higher level, you have already decided whether you will remain or move on, 
and what you will experience, and how much of it.

Yes, this can be revised or rewritten, as all matters in your life chart on this free will planet.

Yet for most, you have already decided whether you will accept the mainstream media / 
mainstream medical interpretation of events, or whether you will mainly weigh matters for 
yourself, arming yourself with knowledge from those you intuitively trust, and the guidance of 
your Spirit team, and calling on Divine Wisdom for the wisest course of action and understanding.

This moment you are experiencing now is part of the increased sovereignty you have 
been claiming for decades—a process which actually began several centuries ago, and in
some ways, several millennia ago.

So that, far from being broadsided by these pressures, events, and influences—far from seeing life
spin out of control—you are now exactly where you realized you would be, upon deciding to 
incarnate at this moment on your planet’s timeline.

This is a new timeline, so be aware of such.

Be aware that the machinations of those who create illnesses and disorders so as to 
profit from them and reduce population do not outrun or outreach the quiet power of all
those who have helped move Earth and Her people onto this new timeline.

That timeline, which has waited through a very long era to present a particular course of events, 
is snowballing quickly now, leading to humanity freeing itself from a dark grip it long ago assented
to experience.

As they say, “Time’s up” for such experimentation, and regarding, as this one Light 
Bringer asks, “outcome and completion,” we would say that is far closer than you may 
be assuming.

Remember that there are astrological influences bringing energies to the planet that are not only 
very freeing to those who are in the majority, but which are requiring consciousness to open up to
where even the darkest of plans are being pushed to one side, then dissolved.

As that occurs, the determinative higher consciousness quality of human thought and emotion is 
co-Creating an entirely different path than the one you were once intentionally forced onto by 
those not valuing or honoring your free will, or your life force energies.
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Starship over Santa Fe, New Mexico – Mar 2021

They have badly underestimated the power of these, even now, as they receive one warning after 
another that their rule is ended, yet choose to disregard and scoff at the idea.

Do not stress over “variants” and such—view them as extensions of the original dark plan, which 
as we say, you have chosen to void and dissolve from your energies and experience.

What the shadow realm wishes for you to believe, and has gone to great trouble to impress upon 
you, is the idea that “this is the only reality that exists for you—the restrictive, endangering, 
Earth-wrecking, destructive one we have created for you. Of course it would be nice if life would 
act otherwise, but you have to deal with what we give you.”

And of course, that is an utter lie.

You are all of you co-Creating, self-determining agents of Change on this planet, and first and foremost, in 
your own life, and this entire situation of illness and seclusion has been an elaborate way of showing you 
that.

And so now you will say, “I prefer not to learn things in the context of so much death and suffering!”

To which we will say, Excellent! That determination was needed to turn the tide once and for all in Earth life.

Your heart preference and therefore, your vibration, is pulling Earth off an old timeline headed for
utter destruction and onto the new one headed for an active co-Creation of Abundance, Peace, 

Equality, and Freedom in all its highest forms.
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Though we are fully engaged in Earth life, and work with all who call upon us to enact healing, 
progression, and increased Knowing of the higher levels of experience and Divine Love, we cannot do the 
most important work for you.

That you are committed to now through your own determination to keep your vibration as high as
possible throughout the day, and to seek encouragement and stillness in the presence of your 
own higher self, soul family, and all Divine Beings you most happily draw to as channels of 
Wisdom, stillness, and Knowing.

Photo by Sheila Fitzgerald 

You cannot be deterred from your path, dear ones, once you have decided in favor of Joy and positive co-
Creation of Earth life in new higher forms!

Make this determination now, in your Earth body, as you once did before incarnating. 

You might wish to say aloud now:

Yes, I AM here to assist in the Ascension of this planet, and in the freeing of Her peoples.

I begin now with the enlightening of my own heart-mind, and the raising of every particle of 
energy in my vibration.

I choose Love. I choose Life. I move forward with whatever courage I can gather.

And I sing to the New Earth, full of Joy at the Knowing that All Is Well, and shall ever be well. 

And so it is!

We do not doubt you, dear ones—do not doubt your resolve, your inner strength even on the days when 
weakness rises to the surface to be released.

This too is victory, so allow the tears to flow when they must, whether for yourself or another.

You are already that part of the New Earth symphony without which little else would matter.

And so as always, dear ones, we thank you for your beautiful service to your Earth at this time, and welcome
you into that higher vibrational life you have long desired to experience.

Namaste, friends who are family! You are never alone.

Copyright 2021, Caroline Oceana Ryan. If you repost, please maintain the integrity of this information by reprinting it in
full and exactly as you find it here, and including the link to the original post.        Thank you.
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